
                                                                 DISCLAIMER

This modification will alter the normal operation of your Gristleism, once exposed the internal circuitry is susceptible to damage by static 

electricity and careless handling. I accept no responsibilty for damage caused by installing this mod, you do so at your own risk. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT THIS MOD UNLESS YOU ARE CONFIDENT YOU CAN DO SO SUCCESSFULLY, IT IS NOT RECOMMEND FOR NOVICES.

Chrome Gristleisms : There may be issues with building this mod in a chrome Gristleism as they have been modified to operate on 2 x 

AAA batteries due to a shorting issue with the chrome coating. If you attempt this on a chrome one I advise you build and test the circuit 

on the Gristleism before installing inside the casing and drilling any holes. If it works make sure the LFO circuit is completely isolated from 

the chrome casing using electrical insulation tape. Proceed with caution as a short circuit can cause the batteries to heat up and melt the 

plastic casing. Happy modding.

LFO mod by 



     Part   Description  Rapid order code

     IC   555 timer          82-0336

Resistors

     R1   100 !           62-0346

     R2   10K !           62-0394 

     R3   1K !           62-0370

     R4   150 !           62-0350

Potentiometers (variable resistor)

     VR1   200K !           67-0448

     VR2   10K !           65-1404

     VR3   470K !           65-1414

     VR4   100K !           65-1410

Capacitors

     C1   10 "F           11-0220

     C2   100 "F           11-0250

Switches

     SW1   Toggle switch          75-0095

     SW2,3  Push button          78-0186

   Other components

   

   25mm x 64mm Stripboard          34-0500

   3mm  LED (optional)          55-1462 

   2 x 15mm control knobs          32-0270

   1 x 19.5mm control knob          32-0275

   thin stranded hook up wire         01-1500

LFO stripboard schematic : exploded view

Tools : soldering iron, wire strippers, cutters,

de-soldering pump, stripboard cutter, pliers,

small fine tooth hacksaw, variable speed drill,

a range of sharp drill bits, small screwdrivers.

Electrical insulation tape, Blu-Tack, sticky foam

pads.
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Build Notes
This is not a complete beginners guide, I make some assumptions that you are familiar with the 

components described and have some knowledge of good soldering technique, working with 

stripboard, tinning wire etc.

It is a relatively simple circuit to build but quite small and fiddly especially the wiring, you will 

need to be neat, accurate and have a steady hand.  There is not much room for error as all the 

components only just fit inside the casing with a tiny clearance to the existing components. 

Read through the build notes and make sure you understand them before starting. 

If your soldering is a bit ropey do some practice first as you need to be precise or it may not fit 

properly.  I have tried to include as much detail as possible.

I have included Rapidonline.com order codes for all components, you may of course source 

components elsewhere but take care to check dimensions of different pots and switches to 

make sure they will fit. If you have already installed the audio jack mod it may clash with the 

position of the LFO, check before proceeding.

About the LFO

The LFO circuit will modulate the pitch of your Gristleism and also rhythmically trigger the loops.

It has 5 controls, speed, depth,wave shape and 2 momentary push buttons to engage the 

modulation and loop trigger. It also has it’s own power switch and optional LED indicator.

[ Note : the LED only lights up when the depth is set to zero due to the current load on the 

system once the modulation is engaged, I think :), if anyone has a solution to this drop me a 

message via my blog, link at the end of this document ].

The circuit is based on Peter Edwards’ Speak and Spell LFO at Casperelectronics.com, I have 

made a few changes to the design to suit the Gristleism. 

Open up the Gristleism

Open up the Gristleism by removing the 2 screws on the rear, 1 top left and the other in the 

battery compartment.

Put the screws and the small loop button in a safe place, don’t lose them (it’s easily done on a 

messy workbench).

In the bottom left corner of the Gristleism PCB you will see a small board with a black blob, this 

is the sound chip.

Remove the 3 screws which hold the PCB in place, carefully turn it over and note where this 

chip is soldered to the PCB. Counting from left to right, pin 1 is the loop trigger and pin 4 is the 

pitch control. (fig.1)
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Building the LFO board

Cut the stripboard to size 18 holes by 9 with a small fine tooth hacksaw or score several times 

with a sharp craft knife and carefully snap along the score, file smooth any rough edges. It 

should fit snuggly on the rear of the battery compartment butting up to the screw hole on the left 

hand side.  

On the copper side cut the strips where indicated on the schematic using a stripboard cutter or 

a sharp 4mm drill bit. 

On the component side populate the board starting with the 555 timer IC (notch at the top), do 

not use a DIL socket or the completed board will not fit inside the casing. 

Next add the 4 jumper wires followed by the resistors, then the capacitors and finally the trim pot 

in the bottom right. Note the polarity of the capacitors on the schematic and make sure they lie 

flat on their side, not sticking up. Don’t attach any of the wires coming off the board yet. 

Your circuit should look like fig.2 and fig.3, check your work under a magnifying glass if neces-

sary, make sure all the components are soldered correctly and there are no stray blobs of solder 

or wire shorting across the strips, this will save a lot of trouble later if you’ve made any mistakes.

Fitting the pots and switches

The 3 control pots, power switch, and optional LED fit in the space behind the Gristleism PCB 

(fig.4), at this stage it is best to completely remove the PCB, desolder the wires from the battery 

and speaker terminals, take note of the connections so you correctly rewire later.

Place the components in the space and carefully measure and mark where the centre points 

are, you will need to be quite accurate as they fit very snuggly in the space. Measure the compo-

nents too so you know what size holes you need to drill.

When drilling your holes start with a small bit 1/2 or 1 mm and work your way up to the desired 

size with successively larger bits. If you start with too a  large bit you are likely to split the casing 

or be off centre. Be absolutely sure you have correctly measured and marked before you start.

Cut the pot shafts to length if necessary with a hack saw and fit into the casing, carefully file out 

the holes a little if needed to get them in.

Fit the components as follows, power switch - top left, Speed pot (100k) - left, Shape pot (10k) 

- top right, Depth pot (470k) - bottom right, LED - top right (you could fit this elsewhere if you 

wish).

Repeat the process with the 2 push buttons on the front casing, top left and right, again make 

sure they will not interfere with the existing circuitry before you drill.
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Wiring

Prepare wires (strip and tin) for each component as indicated on the schematic, make them a 

little longer than they need to be. I recommend using several different colours to make it easier 

to trace where they connect to, if you don’t have different colours mark them with a tab of mask-

ing tape indicating their connection.

Connect all wiring to the 3 control pots, power switch, push buttons and LED. Also connect the 

2 wires to the Gristleism sound chip at pins 1 and 4 as describe earlier. (fig.1).

Replace the Gristleism PCB carefully routing the wires throught the 2 notches along the top 

edge of the battery compartment (fig.5), hold them in place with tape or a lump of Blu-Tack.

This is where it gets really fiddly, connect all the wires to the LFO board. Place the board in it’s 

correct position, measure and trim the wires. Be careful not to cut them too short, they need to 

be just long enough to reach the board but with a little slack so you can turn the board over to 

solder them in place, if they are too long you may have difficulty closing the casing. Use lumps 

of Blu-Tack to hold things in place while soldering. (fig.6). 

Start with the 3 control pots, then the 2 push buttons (fig.7), LED and finally the power switch, 

reconecting the Gristleism PCB to the battery terminals and speaker. Cover the battery termi-

nals with a strip of insulating tape so it doesn’t short out against the rear of the LFO board (fig.8).

Finally attach the control knobs to the pot shafts and then check your work again. 

Make sure everything is connected correctly, especially the battery wires, If they are connected 

the wrong way you may burn out the Gristleism circuit when you turn it on.

Testing and calibration

Turn the Depth knob to its lowest setting (all the way to the left), the Wave Shape knob to maxi-

mum (to the right), the Speed knob about half way and the LFO power switch to off.

Insert the batteries (use fresh ones, preferably Alkaline) and turn on the Gristleism as normal, 

turn the pitch thumb wheel to it’s highest setting. 

Now switch on the LFO, if you have fitted an LED it should be flashing, next hold down the pitch 

push button and slowly turn up the Depth knob, the sound should start modulating. As you 

increase the depth the sound may start to cut out or crash the Gristleism completely, this is 

because the pitch has gone too high or too low. Turn off the Gristleism and LFO, adjust the 

preset pot on the LFO board and then repeat the process. Correctly calibrated you should be 

able to turn the LFO Depth knob all the way without it crashing, check with the pitch thumbwheel 

at its highest and lowest settings.

With the LFO running now test the loop trigger push button, it should cycle through the different 

loops automatically. Once tested attach the LFO board in place with a little Blu-Tack or sticky 

pads, carefully close the casing making sure no wires interfere with the 2 thumbwheels, tape 

them down if necessary.
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So that’s it, job done.

Additional documentation, photos and video here

http://asmo23.wordpress.com/2010/01/21/gristleasmo/

Please leave any comments, suggestions for alternative components or if you spot any errors 

in the schematic (I’m pretty sure there aren’t any). I may answer questions from time to time but 

I’m unable to offer direct technical support.

Thanks to Chris Carter for info on the Chrome Gristleisms (see disclaimer) and for sharing this 

mod on the Gristleism website. 

http://www.gristleism.com/content/circuit-mods.html 

Happy modding

http://www.youtube.com/asmovision

http://www.myspace.com/asmomusik

http://www.flickr.com/asmo23

http://twitter.com/asmo23
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